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These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported in these minutes reflect the views of, nor
are they binding on, the senate, the administration or the Board of Regents.

[In these minutes:  Welcome and Introduction of the PEAK Initiative; Leadership Appreciation
and Introduction of Topics; Technology/Software Acquisition Guidance and Process for
Researchers; Current E-Proctoring Conversations at the University; New Business: Introduction
of Incoming Chair of the Senate Committee on Information Technologies]

PRESENT: Geoffrey Ghose (chair), Keith Brown, Kevin Buck, Bernard Gulachek, Jonathan
Koffel, Kelvin Lim, Kate McCready, Robert Rubinyi, Cassandra Scharber, Rielle Swanson,
Jaime Wasculus, Yoichi Watanabe

REGRETS: Brent Christensen, Santiago Fernandez-Gimenez, Lindsay Konerza, Lauren Martin,
Zachary Riffle, Daniela Sander, Whitney Taha Frakes

ABSENT: Pilar Karaca Mandic, Engin Sungar

GUESTS: Phoebe Johnson, senior director, User Support, Office of Information Technology;
Larry Storey, interim manager, OIT End User Support Services, Office of Information
Technology

OTHERS: Michelle Driessen, Amy Pittenger

1. Welcome and Introduction of the PEAK Initiative
Professor Geoffrey Ghose, chair, called the meeting to order and welcomed committee members
and guests.

Ghose noted that he had been in a number of meetings at which the PEAK Initiative was
discussed. PEAK consultants are requesting robust community input on the initiative, he said. To
that end, SCIT members are encouraged to review the PEAK Initiative FAQ sheet and to submit
their feedback and questions on the form provided on the PEAK website.

2. Leadership Appreciation and Introduction of Topics
Next, Bernard Gulachek, vice president and chief information officer, Office of Information
Technology (OIT), took a moment to thank Professor Ghose for his leadership of the Senate
Committee on Information Technologies (SCIT). He outlined some of the positive changes that
have happened within information technology systems at the University and noted they would
not have been possible without this committee’s input and Ghose’s leadership. Gulachek then
briefly introduced the topics and presenters for today’s meeting.

3. Technology/Software Acquisition Guidance and Process for Researchers

http://finance.umn.edu/PEAKInitiative/
http://finance.umn.edu/PEAKInitiative/faq-huron.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdZWmHSn6AjzOb9Tq6ZWY1IUXX4wg9gUuSDs8iHMclBKBIhZQ/viewform


Phoebe Johnson, senior director, User Support, OIT, and Larry Storey, business relationship
manager, OIT, shared a presentation titled Enterprise Architecture - Guiding Principles for
IT@UMN.

Johnson outlined the guiding principles that OIT uses to create a shared culture around
acquisition, deployment, and ensuring accountability of the internet technology infrastructure at
the University. The guiding Enterprise Architecture (EA) principles are:

● Demonstrate value
● Promote stewardship
● Reduce risk
● Have the conversation
● Enhance transparency
● Drive digital accessibility
● Fortify compliance

Johnson also listed the many groups considered to be touchpoints for information technology
across the University in that they share and promote the goals of the EA program.

Johnson then opened the floor for questions. Ghose asked Johnson to clarify how OIT conducts a
cost/benefit analysis of technology or service requests made by individuals at the University.
Johnson said a number of factors are looked at, including:

● Does something similar already exist in the portfolio?
● If there is nothing similar available, is the request in support of the University’s mission?
● Consider low- and no-cost solutions that may be available.
● Consider if the request puts the University at an unnecessary risk.
● Decisions are always made with an eye toward protecting the intellectual property of the

University.

Kate McCready asked if the EA group is also assessing where overlap might exist in technology
and services available at the University. Johnson responded that Larry Storey, interim manager,
OIT End User Support Services, OIT, could best address that question, and handed the meeting
over to him.

Storey began by noting that an interactive catalog of technologies and services that currently
exist at the University could be accessed by going to it.umn.edu/portfolio. He pointed out the
three goals of the EA campaign:

● To inform IT decision makers
● To connect the IT community
● To support IT service maturity

The three essential elements that are offered in the IT ecosystem are:
● Business services
● Service offerings
● Technologies

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wxmldPelM0SdvBExWPrb1ntlW3QNjDbkSjFmg7bh8ZI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wxmldPelM0SdvBExWPrb1ntlW3QNjDbkSjFmg7bh8ZI/edit?usp=sharing
https://it.umn.edu/portfolio


An important pivot point in the EA group’s understanding, Storey said, happened while working
with Medical School personnel, assisting them in making informed decisions around a large
purchasing project. Working on that project, Storey said, led OIT to realize the importance of
including - on the comprehensive list linked above - technologies and services that University
community members are using, not just those that are supported by the University.

Storey added that EA is working with the Office of the General Counsel, University Information
Security, and purchasing partners to assist University members in making the best and most
informed decisions they can about using and procuring technology. It’s important to recognize,
Storey said, the benefits that come with using a University-approved technology or service:

● Information security
● Sponsored support from help desks
● Knowledge base regarding approval and compliance for sensitive information

Another initiative of the EA, in partnership with Carlson School of Management students, is to
surface research expertise; pinpointing experts to help researchers find and use on-campus
resources. Individuals who have particular expertise with a technology or service can be linked
with colleagues, perhaps in different colleges or units, interested in similar products. Storey
ended by inviting SCIT members to visit the it.umn.edu/portfolio site and provide feedback,
questions, and comments as to how to make it even more useful. He then opened the floor for
questions.

Ghose asked how one might find experts who are actually outside the boundaries of formal or
central IT, for example someone with expertise with a discipline-specific software package.
Gulachek said that expertise doesn’t have to be bound by organizational walls and that is one
reason why the EA is creating the portfolio; so expertise from across the system can be shared
from one unit to another. Storey added that, during the past two years, he has had conversations
with University community members across the institution and those conversations have yielded
valuable information-sharing partnerships.

4. Current E-Proctoring Conversation at the University
Next, Bob Rubinyi, senior analyst for online learning, Center for Educational Innovation, and
Keith Brown, interim senior director, Academic Technology, OIT, shared a PowerPoint called
“e-Proctoring Update.” The report was divided into the following segments:

● Brief history of how long Proctorio has been in use at the University of Minnesota
● Types of proctoring tools available
● Student concerns
● Faculty concerns
● Myths and misconceptions
● E-proctoring conversations around campus

Brown noted that students from the Minnesota Student Association (MSA) originally intended to
take their resolution directly to the State Legislature, and eventually decided to put forth a
resolution through University Senate governance. The main request of the resolution is for
instructors to turn off cameras during proctored exams using the Proctorio software, as this is
perceived to be the most significant cause of additional stress on students during exams. Further

https://it.umn.edu/portfolio
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1P3A-vdJ4H9owOV3eH5IZ98ocLXBn2mov7EvbGnBzvL4/edit?usp=sharing


consultation of the resolution will take place with staff members from the Office of the Executive
Vice President and Provost who will attend governance committee meetings in the next two
weeks.

Brown and Rubinyi opened the floor for questions. Michelle Driessen noted her concern that the
student resolution request of turning Proctorio’s camera function off during exams renders the
software even less functional than it currently is. She added that while it’s not a perfect
proctoring application by any means, Proctorio is preferable to having to suddenly reconsider
how to administer 13 different tests to over 750 students in light of the students’ proposal.

Ghose asked what Brown and Rubinyi envisioned being used for on-line proctoring after the
pandemic is over. He added that he felt e-proctoring, specifically Proctorio, has tremendous
potential in assisting the work of the Disability Resource Center (DRC). Rubinyi said he has
been in conversation with DRC staff and learned that many faculty and students have benefitted
from the accommodations that using Proctorio can provide; namely quieter, more spacious
surroundings and extended time to take exams. Ghose added that e-proctoring is extraordinarily
helpful for make-up exam situations. He recommended creating guidelines or an FAQ document
around how e-proctoring can be used, even outside a pandemic situation, which might be helpful
to those who are unfamiliar with the options presented by the University.

5. New Business: Introduction of Incoming Chair of the Senate Committee on Information
Technologies
Lastly, Ghose took a moment to introduce and welcome Michelle Driessen, the incoming chair of
SCIT. Hearing no further business, Ghose adjourned the meeting.
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